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Across  
  

1 “Captain Smith and Pocahontas / Had a very  24 Name shared by loveable Algerian singer  

 mad affair / When her daddy tried to kill him  known as the King of Rai and Palestinian 

 she said, “Daddy, oh, don’t you dare he gives  freedom fighter known for inspirational  
 me …”) 1958 beatnik classic by Peggy Lee  image with keffiyeh and Kalashnikov  

6 Dashing masked Californian crimefighter  26 Name shared by early talkie era director with 

 hiding secret identity behind guise of   famous touch, Nazi “brownshirts” leader shot 
 cowardly fop  in 1934 Night of the Long Knives purge to 

10 Dull Walloon city in eastern Belgium  destroy evidence of homosexual affair with 

11 Arthur Miller or Andy Muirhead (initials)  Führer in Landau Prison, German diplomat  
12 Arab Uprising (initials)  killed by spurned Jewish lover (leading to 

13 Beautiful muddy green river in Florence  Night of Broken Glass), mediocre German  

14 Creator god forming, with Vishnu and Shiva,  surrealist married to Peggy Guggenheim and  
 the Trimūrti (triple deity) of Hinduism (not to  Austrian professor and author of ubiquitous, 

 be confused with the transcendent, immanent,   plodding tome The Story of Art 
 unchanging, truth-consciousness-bliss reality 28 Popular Israeli name (Geller, Avnery) 

 of the universe) 29 Hardline Romanian Communist leader 

15 Photographic image with black and white   known for 1989 balcony speech moment  
 reversed so that your teeth look black  leading to execution by firing squad 

16 One of the five cities of the plain spared  32 Frank Sinatra role (not Pvt. Angelo Maggio,  

 destruction by G-d as a refuge for Lot and his  Major Bennett Marco, Frankie Machine or  
 wife (before turning into a pillar of salt) (also  Tony Rome) 

 site of incestuous relations with daughters 34 Tracy Turnblad (initials) 

 and birth of Moab) 35 Horrible old woman 
17 Giant king of Bashan delivered to Moses by  36 Frédérick Lemaître or Fred Leuchter (initials) 

 blood-thirsty deity for utter destruction in 37 Term denoting crypto-Jews of Spain who  

 ripping, genocidal Bible story  continued to observe Torah privately after  
19 Celebrated US poet (“We shall not cease from  enforced conversion to Christianity 

 exploration, and the end of all our exploring 39 Mysterious city in Afghanistan founded by  

 will be to arrive where we started and blah  Alexander the Great and Taliban capital until 
 blah blah” etc.)  overthrow by Coalition of the Willing in  

21 80s Nolans album (initials)  2001 Operation Enduring Freedom 

22 In my arrogant opinion (initials) 40 Extreme Unction (initials) 

 

7.2 (contd.) 
 

Down  
  

1 Comfortable, inexpensive plaid shirt 20 Harvard-educated, blacklisted Communist  

 available from Big W and Uniqlo  Party member, expatriate US director known 
2 Beautiful Northern European republic and   for distinguished art house collaborations with 

 EU member  Harold Pinter (and The Boy with Green Hair 

3  “For it is the day of the LORD’S …, and the   with Dean Stockwell) 
 year of recompences for the controversy of  21 Biblical figure known for curing Syrian  

 Zion” Isaiah 34:8  general Naaman of leprosy (by immersion  

4 Component with id and superego in three  seven times in Jordan) 
 tiered Freudian model of consciousness 23 Hyde, T, Ed, Spock, Baldy etc. 

5 A drop of golden sun in Sol-Fa scale  25 Second person singular present and first,  

 (assigned colour orange by Isaac Newton)  second, third person plural present of verb be 
6 Persian prophet associated with Nietzsche  27 The Antichrist or Tony Abbott (initials) 

 and Stanley Kubrick 30 US state known for vast temple in capitol city 

7 Name shared by mysterious, one-eyed   with recreation of ritual laver from Temple  
 mujahid, spiritual leader of Taliban and out-  of Solomon mounted on twelve bronze oxen 

 spoken Somalian-American congresswoman   for baptism of the dead 

 from Minnesota 31 Mondo … Pioneering Italian shockumentary  
8 Joey, Johnny, Marky, Dee Dee, C. J., Elvis  of 1962 

 etc. 32 American leader killed by Vice President in  

9 Hot, scary, landlocked capital of Burkina Faso  collusion with foreign power for refusal to  
14 People of the … (أهل الكتاب) Poetic expression   share nuclear secrets with bellicose ally (in  

 designating privileged status accorded Jews   controversial theory) 

 in Islamic Spain (also used in Koran to 33 Australian sculptor from East Melbourne  
 indicate shared Abrahamic origins of Islam,  (The Fairies’ Tree etc.) (first name only) 

 Christianity and Judaism) (also in Talmud 37 Michelangelo Antonioni or Mohammed Atta  

 though for Jews only)  (initials) 
16 2016 album of Romanian black metal band 38 Ronald Ryan or Rodney Rude (initials) 

 Negură Bunget (incorporating elements of    

 progressive metal and Romanian folk music)  16 March 2019 

 


